
Review of Compulsory Third Party (CTP) motor vehicle 
insurance for point-to-point transport vehicles.
Introduction
Tweed Heads Coolangatta Taxi Service welcomes the opportunity to provide a taxi 
industry perspective on the best options presented by the point-to-point transport review 
regarding future CTP options. The discussion paper has provided valuable data and 
analysis of accident and claims from previous years. What the data and analysis fails to 
predict however is future claims under the proposed options and what economic effect this 
will have immediately and over the long term for the taxi industry. 
What is evident from studying various overseas data in local and state government areas 
where ride share has been allowed to enter is that maintaining high insurance coverage 
and premiums for the incumbent taxi industry ultimately leads to a dramatic decrease in 
overall taxi operational economic viability. This results in a decrease in customer service 
levels including wheelchair response times. In those markets where ride share has been 
fully established and matured there is clear evidence that taxi network and taxi operators 
saddled with high legacy insurance premiums and expenses quickly become unviable and 
ultimately close or enter insolvency.
Future Compliance and Claims Data Collection
When predicting future claims the data can only be accurate with full disclosure of the 
operator be they taxis, hire cars or ride share. What is evident within Australia and around 
the world is that compliance and full disclosure by ride share companies like UBER and 
their driver partners is minimal and in some cases non existent. Creating a legal 
framework to ensure compliance is only effective when the actual metered punishment for 
non compliance is both legally sound and of such a high financial deterrent that when 
combined removes the incentive to not provide full disclosure.
It is evident within Australia ride share UBER has deliberately facilitated and actively 
encouraged UBER driver partners to avoid compliance. In several Australian states e.g. 
Queensland and Western Australia UBER have actively ensured governmental transport 
compliance officers have been blocked from conducting legal compliance checks.
The recent Queensland Parliamentary enquiry by the Infrastructure, Planning and Natural 
Resources Committee into issues around non compliance by ride share company UBER  
clearly demonstrates active and deliberate manipulation by UBER to circumnavigate 
compliance and legislation. Below are extracts from the final determination of the 
committee which has been tabled into Queensland Parliament in March 2016.



 



As reported by the West Australian dated 10th October 2014 then Transport Minister Mr 
Nalder. 

What is evident from overseas data is that even when ride share UBER is allowed to 
legally operate in a jurisdiction they still actively promote non compliance and avoidance. 
This modus operandi of their business model must be viewed as a track record on how 
they will operate within New South Wales and other states of Australia.
This means any option being considered for CTP reform must consider the fact ride share 
UBER and UBER driver partners will not always comply with the regulatory requirements. 
This means those transport provides who are operating legitimately and complying with 
the CTP costs are in effect subsidising those operating illegally. 
The future potential numbers of ride share UBER driver partners promoted to the media by 
UBER are in excess of 10,000 in NSW alone.  A non compliance rate of 10-15% 
represents 1000-1500 UBER driver partners without appropriate CTP coverage.
Compliance by Roads and Maritime Services for these 10,000 UBER driver partners to 
verify correct CTP coverage is a massive task that would require a vast network of Roads 
and Maritime Service Compliance Officers. It would also require huge man hours paid for 
by the public. These man hours could be better spent on ensuring customer complaints 
are investigated, industry safety initiatives are rolled out and monitored and future 
technology advances are used to promote driver and customer safety. These projects will 
all leads to reduced accident rates, reduced claim numbers and corresponding injury 
payouts. In effect a better utilisation of government resources.
Current Taxi Industry CTP Providers
What has been presented in the Discussion Paper is clearly evidence that the current CTP 
providers for the taxi industry lack competitive desire and even when minimal competition 
is present both insurance providers do not provide much difference in financial cost or 
benefit. Ultimately this has lead to a monopoly or duopoly of providers. We do not believe 
anything in this discussion paper will ensure a more competitive CTP regime for taxi 
owners and operators.



Taxi and Ride Share Risks
The discussion paper outlines how "Ride sharing introduces new risk factors when 
insurers are working out CTP prices". It also identifies that "many accidents occur late at 
night on weekends and on busy roads". 
The high financial costs are also associated with the fact 10% of taxi accidents involve 
pedestrians. "Most casualties occur on Friday or Saturday night with people aged between 
18 and 40". 
These alone account for "80% of all injuries during those times".
For a balanced view, when considering the ride share risks it must be investigated what 
unique risks they posses individually as well as as a group.
UBER have presented evidence that the majority of their UBER driver partners drive part 
time or as a second or third job. This means the driver is not always a professional driver. 
It also means some drivers have full time jobs and driving for ride share UBER is an extra 
activity completed around their full time job 38 hour work week.
Ride share Peak Driving Times
The peak times to drive for UBER are early mornings 4am to 8am, Thursday night 10pm 
-1am, Friday and Saturday nights 6pm - 4am, Sunday 12pm - 12am, on long weekends, 
school holidays and major sporting and cultural events.
UBER actively encourage their driver partners to be on the road during these times by 
GUARANTEEING the drivers minimum hourly rates to be logged into the UBER app 
platform.





UBER actively promote that driving for 42 hours per week will generate you a guaranteed 
$5000 in your first month.




The risk is increased exponentially when UBER encourage you to drive during the normal 
sleep cycle times 8pm - 6am as well as having a normal 38 hour a week primary job.
What is evident from UBER Driver Blogs is that UBER drivers are logged into the UBER 
platform and driving for up to 90-100 hours per week.
At the Queensland Opportunity for Personalised Transport Review (OPT) on Wednesday 
6th April 2016 the President of the Ride Share Drivers Association of Australia (RSDAA) 
acknowledged that UBER drivers in Australia are driving up to 18 hours per day and 
upwards of 90-100 hours per week. He mentioned fatigue as a huge impact on driver 
safety.
What is evident is that the Discussion Paper highlights those areas and times where 
accident risks are highest. It also outlines the fact that driving for long periods of time 
present a greater risk of accidents and injury to the driver and the public. 
Based on UBER's own data, guaranteed hour incentives, UBER Driver Partner blogs and 
the President of the RSDAA it is clearly evident that ride share drivers present the same 
risk of accident and injury as taxis. They drive the same off peak hours, same peak 
demand hours and operate in the same pick up and drop off locations. 



What is more concerning and posses a greater threat than most full time taxi drivers is the 
fact UBER claim most of their driver partners have another full time job or several other 
jobs as well as driving for Uber. 
This raises the potential for fatigue and the latent risk of chronic fatigue. Australian and 
worldwide studies have proven being awake for 18 hours is equivalent to a blood alcohol 
concentration (BAC) of 0.07 with a corresponding decrease of 50% in responsiveness. 




Evidence is also available that UBER driver partners actively engage in rank and hail work.  
In the Daily Telegraph in London the Mayor or London Boris Johnson states:

The Discussion Paper also highlights the fact "some taxis are also driven by people who 
do not own the taxi, and therefore do not bear any of the insurance costs associated with 
their own poor driving behaviour (known as moral hazard)".

At these early stages of ride share in Australia we have already seen several ride share 
operators enter the ride share fleet management business model. This means like taxi 
operators who manage a fleet of taxi cabs, ride share operators manage growing fleets of 
ride share vehicles. These vehicles are "hired" out to individual drivers on a per shift, daily 
or weekly type arrangement. These ride share operators charge the driver a daily rate. 
These businesses will grow in the future and they exhibit the same "moral hazard" and 
accident and injury rates as taxis.



Future CTP Options
"Insurance is essential to our economy and society". "Insurance is not about the State 
subsidising risk, but by the pool of risks paying the cost collectively".
"The Taskforce was of the view that vehicles should pay according to individual risk, 
irrespective of class of vehicle, so that there was greater equity across the different types 
of point to point providers".
Individual option review
Option 1. Creation of a new vehicle class for ride share services.
As evident in this submission the ride share drivers are already engaged in the same 
activities as taxis. They operate the same times, same drop off and pick up locations, 
same peak times and in the same road environment conditions e.g. late nights, main 
roads, intoxicated customers and pedestrians.
This option provides ride share with an unfair advantage since they are essentially doing 
taxi work but paying a considerably lower CTP premium. The premium is expected to be 
adjusted for risk as experience is gained. As evident UBER actively encourage non 
compliance and lack of full disclosure. This model still requires full compliance by all of 
UBER's current 4500 Driver Partners and full compliance of UBER's proposed 10,000 
future drivers. It does not take into account the fact many new UBER drivers will not gain 
the mandated CTP coverage until they believe it is economically viable. They will test the 
waters to ensure they can generate enough income from the driving prior to out laying any 
expenses. 
This option does not guarantee full compliance and accountability.
Option 2. Creation of a point to point vehicle class.
This option whilst academically and theoretically sound poses significant practical 
challenges to ensure compliance. The discussion paper is totally correct in the 
assessment that ride share poses huge challenges for the identification of ride share 
vehicles. 
The practical ability of Roads and Maritime Compliance Officers checking over 10,000 ride 
share vehicles across the state against an up to date CTP data base 24 hours a day in all 
road side environments is a huge logistical and practical challenge. 
The number of Compliance Officers required to ensure this activity is done sufficiently for 
all point to point transport vehicles in all locations will be cost prohibitive to the 
government. 
Ultimately this option will lead to a lack of effectiveness of the Roads and Maritime 
Compliance Unit and greatly reduce government expenditure on more road safety focused 
initiatives.
This option does not guarantee full compliance and accountability.



Option 3. Deregulation of point to point premiums to allow risk rating.
This option relies on the government mandating all insurers to provide coverage to all 
vehicle classifications. We believe this will in future create a business environment where 
insurers prioritise to offer insurance only to those classifications that maximise their profit. 
Each insurer has a business case and in the modern world almost all business cases 
place profit and shareholder return above other priorities. What is evident in other states is 
even if several insurers are in the market place their is little differentiation between them 
on price. 
Evidence from Queensland CTP Class 3 (Taxi CTP) shows 4 insurers with the exact same 
CTP Premium. The theoretical idea of competition producing competitive pricing is clearly 
not evident and this option does not guarantee a variety of competitive CTP pricing.


Option 4. Rate all point to point transport as Class 1 vehicles.
We believe this option is the fairest and most level for all point to point transport providers. 
It removes completely the issue of UBER non compliance and actively promoting non 
compliance. It greatly reduces the Roads and Maritime Compliance man power and 
logistical requirements. It reduces considerably the government expenditure on CTP 
Compliance. It allows for greater expenditure on better focused safety initiatives for all 
point to point transport providers. 
We disagree with the assumption that high risk vehicles like taxis would be avoided by 
insurers. We believe smart chip technology, safer driving practices and premium incentives 
being pushed by the insurer onto the taxi industry would provide the insurer with greater 
financial benefits and increased profitability.



The major CTP providers will be able to maximise shareholder profit by actively promoting 
smart technology into taxis. This smart technology which can monitor driver behaviour and 
give live accurate data can be used to accurately verify accident conditions, liability and 
offer greater disclosure. This will assist in accurate claims and the associated responsible 
liability for the "at fault" party to be identified.
 
UBER submit that the public are using UBER in growing numbers. UBER's stated aim is to 
reduce car ownership, road congestion and offer cheaper more attractive transport 
options. If these are achieved then an expense of an additional $18 per CTP in the 
metropolitan area we believe is an acceptable cost for a level playing field for all point to 
point transport providers. 
We believe the lower CTP cost will result in a decrease in the meters fare charge rates. 
Tweed Taxis own internal costings estimate the taxi metered fare will reduce by 
approximately 10% if the CTP was reduce from the current rates as outlined below to a 
class 1 coverage.


Tweed Taxis internal calculations have determined the $18 additional CTP expense will be 
recouped by a person using a taxi after an average of 2 trips per year in a taxi cab. By 
lowering the metered fare by 10% for all taxi customers this will represent a potential 
saving to the local Tweed community of up to $500000 per year.
Option 5. Risk pool (insurance levy on fares).
Ultimately this option is extremely hard to administer. Drivers of both taxis and ride share 
would prioritise off the meter work over metered work to pay less of the levy. The actual 
taxi licence owner and operator would ultimately bear the full costs of compliance yet have 
no control over the collection of the levy.
This option also punishes the customer by adding additional levies at various times. The 
complexity of signage for the levy would make it unpopular with the customer and driver. It 
would promote cash quotes for fares which ultimately reduces GST revenue, PAYG tax, 
company tax and overall taxi licence value and viability.
This option does not guarantee full compliance and accountability.  




Option 6. Retaining current vehicle class arrangements, but freeing up risk.
This option does not provide a level playing field for the current taxi and hire car industries 
and goes against the objective of the discussion paper. It does not;
! consider the perceived disparity between the rules and prices associated with
different classes of point-to-point transport vehicles.
! explore a more flexible approach to vehicle classifications and premium regulations
which rewards safer drivers, and more accurately reflects the risks associated with
different uses of vehicles operating in the point-to-point market.
! ensure to the maximum extent possible, that operators in the point-to-point market
face consistent and fair approaches to premium setting.
As evident in our introduction, the incumbent taxi and hire car industry must be allowed to 
compete on a level playing field on costs to ensure long term viability for both the taxi and 
hire car industries.
Conclusion
As previously indicated evidence overseas where ride share has a more mature market 
placing high insurance and licencing fees on legacy taxi companies ultimately leads to 
economic unviability.
Our research and internal economic modelling proves there are only two of the presented 
options that would ensure future economic viability for the taxi industry as well as ensure a 
manageable enforcement of compliance for all point to point transporters these are option 
4 and option 2. 
Tweed Heads Coolangatta Taxi Service does not believe that based on the shear number 
of future UBER ride share drivers and the geographical areas for point to point ride share 
businesses Roads and Maritime Compliance will be able to effectively ensure full 
compliance by all in option 2.
Therefore Tweed Heads Coolangatta Taxis Service strongly recommends and has a 
definite clear preference in option 4. It satisfies the 3 objectives of the Discussion Paper 
whilst ensure full compliance. This full compliance will ensure the travelling public have 
complete confidence in the CTP scheme.
If you require any further information or clarification on the statements or data presented 
please contact Tweed Heads Coolangatta Taxi Service on 07 55 363371.
Shane Smith.                      John Deehan.                   Murray Spence.
Director.                              Chairman.                         Managing Director.


